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Abstract—The cloud computing paradigm is attracting an increased number of complex applications to run in remote data centers.
Many complex applications require parallel processing capabilities. Parallel applications of certain nature often show a decreasing
utilization of CPU resources as parallelism grows, mainly because of the communication and synchronization among parallel
processes. It is challenging but important for a data center to achieve a certain level of utilization of its nodes while maintaining the level
of responsiveness of parallel jobs. Existing parallel scheduling mechanisms normally take responsiveness as the top priority and need
nontrivial effort to make them work for data centers in the cloud era. In this paper, we propose a priority-based method to consolidate
parallel workloads in the cloud. We leverage virtualization technologies to partition the computing capacity of each node into two tiers,
the foreground virtual machine (VM) tier (with high CPU priority) and the background VM tier (with low CPU priority). We provide
scheduling algorithms for parallel jobs to make efficient use of the two tier VMs to improve the responsiveness of these jobs. Our
extensive experiments show that our parallel scheduling algorithm significantly outperforms commonly used algorithms such as
extensible argonne scheduling system in a data center setting. The method is practical and effective for consolidating parallel workload
in data centers.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, parallel computing, parallel job scheduling, resource consolidation, parallel discrete event simulation
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

HE cloud computing paradigm promises a cost-effective
solution for running business applications through the
use of virtualization technologies, highly scalable distributed computing, and data management techniques as well
as a pay-as-you-go pricing model. In recent years, it also
offers high-performance computing capacity for applications to solve complex problems [1]. Improving resource
utilization is essential for achieving cost effectiveness. Low
utilization has long been an issue in data centers. Servers in
a typical data center are operated at 10 to 50 percent of their
maximum utilization level [2]. 10 to 20 percent utilization is
common in data centers [3]. For a data center, or a subset of
servers in a data center that mainly handles applications
with high-performance computing needs and runs parallel
jobs most of the time, the problem can be significant.
There are two factors that may reduce the utilization of
nodes that run parallel jobs:
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A parallel job often requires a certain number of
nodes to run. A set of nodes is likely to be
fragmented by parallel jobs with different node
number requirement. If the number of available
nodes cannot satisfy the requirement of an incoming
job, these nodes may remain idle [4], [5], [6].
2. Typical parallel programming models, such as BSP [7]
often involve computing, communication, and synchronization phase. A process in a parallel job may
frequently wait for the data from other processes.
During waiting, the utilization of the node is low.
The most basic but popular batch scheduling algorithm
for parallel jobs is first come first serve (FCFS) [8]. Each job
specifies the number of nodes required and the scheduler
processes jobs according to the order of their arrival. When
there is a sufficient number of nodes to process the job at the
head of the queue, the scheduler dispatches the job to run
on these nodes; otherwise, it waits till jobs currently
running finish and release enough nodes for the job. FCFS
may cause node fragmentation and methods such as
backfilling [9] and Gang scheduling [10] were proposed to
improve it. However, they do not target on the utilization
degradation caused by parallelization itself.
In this paper, we focus on improving resource utilization
for data centers that run parallel jobs, particularly we intend
to make use of the remaining computing capacity of data
center nodes that run parallel processes with low resource
utilization to improve the performance of parallel job
scheduling. The parallel jobs we deal with have the
following characteristics:
1.

1.
2.

The job execution time is unknown.
Saving and restoring the state of a job is relatively
cheap with checkpoint support.

The CPU usage of the processes of a job can be
estimated either during design phase or through the
historical data [11], [12].
Parallel discrete event simulation [13] belongs to this
category of jobs, and there are efforts [14], [15], [16] to run
this type of jobs in the cloud. In this paper, we propose a
priority-based consolidation method for scheduling this
type of parallel jobs with the following goals: 1) improve
the utilization of servers allocated to these jobs; 2) preserve
the FCFS order of jobs when available resources satisfy the
needs of these jobs. Our method gives a systematic way to
consolidate parallel workload. The basic idea is to put a
background virtual machine (VM) in each node so that the
background VM can use computing resources when
the foreground VM cannot fully utilize them. We make
the following contributions:
3.

We conduct extensive experiments for workload
consolidation. We found that using virtualization
technologies with appropriate assignment of priorities to VMs, we can effectively allow jobs collocated in a physical node to efficiently use the
computing capacity without significant impact to
the performance of the high-priority job.
2. Built on the above observation, we give a prioritybased workload consolidation method with the
support of underlying VM collocation mechanism.
We partition the computing capacity of each
physical node into two tiers, namely foreground
VM (with high CPU priority) and background VM
(with low CPU priority) by pinning two VMs to the
node. They can simultaneously process different
jobs. The background job can therefore use the
underutilized computing capacity whenever the
foreground job cannot fully use it. Our method
supports backfilling in such a two-tier setting.
Our evaluation results show that our consolidationbased algorithm (Aggressive Migration and Consolidation
supported BackFilling (AMCBF)) significantly outperforms
FCFS and Extensible Argonne Scheduling sYstem (EASY)
(accurate job execution time is available for EASY in our
experiment) on well-known traces. In addition, our method
outperforms EASY even when it only knows the information of the jobs’ node number requirement. Finally, our
algorithm can achieve two commonly conflicting goals in
parallel job scheduling: improving the system utilization
and the job responsiveness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 presents our
priority-based workload consolidation method. Detailed
descriptions of our job scheduling algorithms are given in
Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the performance of our
algorithms. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses
future work.
1.

2

RELATED WORK

There have been many efforts on scheduling mechanisms for
parallel jobs in clusters [17]. FCFS is the basic but popularly
used batch scheduling algorithm. Backfilling [9], which was
developed as the EASY for IBM SP1, is a technique that

allows short/small jobs to use idle nodes while the job at the
head of the queue does not have enough number of nodes to
run. Backfilling can improve node utilization, but it requires
each job to specify its maximum execution time so that only
jobs that will not delay the start of the job at the head of the
queue are backfilled. Furthermore, a preempted job is often
given a reservation for a future time to run. Different
methods of assigning reservations differentiate several
variances of backfilling techniques [9], [18], [19]. Backfilling
techniques address the low-utilization problem caused
by different node number requirements of parallel jobs.
However, backfilling does not deal with low resource
utilization due to parallel jobs themselves.
Gang scheduling [10] allows resource sharing among
multiple parallel jobs. The computing capacity of a node is
divided into time slices for sharing among the processes of
jobs. The gang scheduling algorithm manages to make all
the processes of a job progress together so that one process
will not be in sleep state when another process needs to
communicate with it. The allocation of time slices of
different nodes to parallel processes is coordinated, which
requires OS support. Some gang scheduling algorithms,
such as paired gang scheduling [20] investigate how to
place processes with complement resource needs together
to minimize their interference, e.g., when a process performs I/O activities and leaves CPU idle, the paired gang
scheduling algorithm can find a process to use the idle CPU
resources. A similar strategy is used in cloud resource
consolidation through correlation analysis of resource use
among VMs [21]. Processes of parallel jobs share the
computing capacity of a node equally in common gang
scheduling algorithms. This approach can improve the
utilization to a certain degree, but is likely to stretch the
execution time of individual jobs. There is attempt to
integrate backfilling and gang scheduling [22], but it only
results in a comparable performance to that of the simple
backfilling algorithm [23].
Both backfilling and gang scheduling intend to improve utilization caused by node fragmentation. They do
not target on the utilization degradation caused by
parallelization itself.

3

WORKLOAD CONSOLIDATION METHOD

For a parallel application with dependency among its
parallel processes, achieving high utilization on the nodes
on which these processes run is often difficult. For a cloud
service provider that runs this kind of applications, how to
address this issue is important for its competitiveness in the
market. We do two workload consolidation experiments in
attempting to improve node utilization and examine the
impact to the execution time of parallel jobs.
In the first experiment, we collocate two VMs in each
physical node and give these VMs the same priority, i.e.,
each VM is assigned a weight of 256. In the second
experiment, the collocated two VMs have different priorities, in which one is assigned a weight of 10,000 and the
other is assigned a weight of 1. We call the high-priority one
foreground VM and the low-priority one background VM. In
this setting, the background VM only runs when the
foreground VM is idle.
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Throughout the experiments,1 we made the following
observations:
Priority-based VM collocation incurs trivial performance impact to jobs running in the high-priority
VMs. The average performance loss of jobs running
in the foreground tier is between 0.0 and 3.7 percent
compared to those running in the nodes exclusively
(one-tier VM). We simply model the loss as a
uniform distribution.
2. When a foreground VM runs a job with a CPU
utilization higher than 96 percent, collocating a VM
to run in background does not benefit either the
foreground or the background job due to that
context switching incurs overhead and the background VM has very small chance to get physical
resource to run.
3. When a foreground VM runs a job with low CPU
utilization, the job running in the collocated background VM can get significant share of physical
resources to run. For a single-process background
job, the utilization of the idle CPU cycles is between
80 and 100 percent and roughly follows uniform
distribution; for a multi-processes background job,
the value is between 19.8 and 76.6 percent and can be
modeled by a normal distribution with  ¼ 0:428
and  ¼ 0:144.
Based on these observations, we will discuss our
scheduling algorithms in the following section.
1.

4
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Algorithm 1 describes the detail of the process. The
algorithm is activated when a new job arrives or a job finishes
execution.

SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we describe our scheduling algorithms for
priority-based workload consolidation. We first discuss the
basic scheduling algorithms and then give our consolidation strategies based on these algorithms.

4.1 Basic Algorithms
Our basic scheduling algorithm, Conservative Migration
supported BackFilling (CMBF) is backfill based. The
algorithm assumes that the state of a job can be saved and
restored; therefore, the scheduler is able to suspend a job
and resume it on other nodes in a later time.
CMBF schedules jobs to run according to their arrival
time when there is enough number of nodes. When the
number of idle nodes is not sufficient for a job, another job
with a later arrival time but smaller node number requirement may be scheduled to run via backfilling. To avoid
starving a preempted job, CMBF uses the following policy:
A preempted job is scheduled to run whenever it sees the total
number of nodes that are either idle or occupied by jobs with a later
arrival time is equal or greater than the number of nodes it needs.
The job may preempt jobs arriving later but being scheduled
on some nodes. The scheduler instructs these jobs to save
states, suspends their execution, and moves them back to
the job queue.
1. The detail of our experiments can be found in Section 1 in the
supplementary materials, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TPDS.2012.262.

4.1.1 CMBF Example
We illustrate how CMBF works using an example in Fig. 1a.
Ji ðS; LÞ in Fig. 1 represents the job arrival order with i, the
number of nodes requested by the job with S, and the
execution time of the job with L. For simplicity of
description, we here assume that the job suspension and
restoring incur trivial cost in this example.
At time 0, there are six jobs in the queue. We consider
that there are six nodes, labeled from P1 to P6 allocated to
jobs in this queue. The node allocation layout is shown in
the row labeled as t ¼ 0. J3 and J4 are not allocated due to
that their node requirements exceed the number of
available nodes. As a result, J5 and J6 are backfilled into
node P4, P5, and P6.
When J2 finishes its execution at time 5, CMBF tries to
dispatch job J3 to run. J3 requests six nodes, but there are
only two idle nodes and three additional nodes used by
backfilling jobs J3 can preempt. J3 cannot be allocated
according to CMBF (line 13 in Algorithm 1). However, J4
can be allocated as its request of four nodes can be satisfied
through the combination of two idle nodes and two nodes
used by a job (J5) it can preempt. Steps 1, 2, and 3 show the
process that CMBF evicts backfilling jobs to make room for
J4. First, collect the nodes used by J6, then J5, but only
evicting J5 is enough for J4, thus, J6 remains in its original
position without being removed. Then, the final allocation
layout at time 5 is shown in step 4.

Fig. 1. Example of CMBF and AMBF.

When J4 and J6 finish execution at time 10, J5 is
backfilled and resumes its execution as there is not enough
number of nodes for J3 to run. J3 is only dispatched at time
20 when J1 and J5 finish execution.

4.1.2 Aggressive Migration Supported BackFilling
(AMBF): A Simplified CMBF
In the worst case, CMBF requires tracking backfilling jobs
for each job in the queue when making preemption
decisions. When the number of jobs in the queue is large,
the cost can be high. We here give a simplified algorithm
called AMBF to address this problem.
Different to CMBF, AMBF only tracks backfilling jobs for
the job at the head of the queue and allows the head-ofqueue job to preempt other jobs. The rest of jobs in the
queue are not allowed to preempt jobs, in another word,
they can only be dispatched to idle nodes. The algorithm
pseudocode of AMBF is similar to that of CMBF except that
only the head-of-queue job executes the else (line 11 in
Algorithm 1) code block.
We use a similar example in Fig. 1b to illustrate AMBF.
After J2 departs at time 5 and J6 departs at time 10, J3 is at
the head of the queue but the number of nodes it requests
cannot be satisfied. There is no backfilling job for it to
preempt either. As AMBF does not allow none-head-ofqueue jobs to preempt, J4 cannot preempt J5 and is only
dispatched to run when there is enough idle nodes at time 15.
As a job is less likely to preempt other jobs, AMBF
also incurs job suspension and resuming less frequently
than CMBF.
4.2 Scheduling with Workload Consolidation
The basic algorithms described above only consider mapping one parallel process to one node. As we described in
Sections 1 and 3, node utilization can be low for these nodes
due to that high efficiency in parallel computing is often
difficult to achieve. In this section, we extend the basic

algorithms to be node utilization aware in attempting to
improve the overall node utilization in the cloud.
Based on our observation in Section 3, we divide the
computing capacity of a physical node into two tiers,
namely foreground and background. We assume that a
physical node can run at most two VMs with one in the
foreground and one in the background. The VM running in
foreground is assigned a high CPU priority while the VM
running in background is assigned a low CPU priority. In
the following, we give a scheduling algorithm to handle
two types of VM resources.
Conservative Migration and Consolidation supported
BackFilling (CMCBF), as shown in three parts as Algorithms 2, 3, and 4, is based on the policy used in CMBF. It
ensures that a job is dispatched to run in foreground VMs
whenever the number of foreground VMs that are either
idle or occupied by jobs arriving later than it satisfies its
node requirement. Meanwhile, it allows jobs to run in
background VMs simultaneously with those foreground
VMs to improve node utilization. Compared to CMBF,
CMCBF also deals with how to ensure that the background
workload does not affect the foreground job. Note, CMCBF
only dispatches a job to run in background VMs when the
corresponding foreground VMs have a utilization lower
than a given threshold (96 percent in our paper according to
Section 3). The foreground VM utilization can be obtained
from the profile of foreground jobs, or from the runtime
monitoring data.
We use an example in Fig. 2 to illustrate the algorithm.
We consider five nodes (P1-P5) for the job queue that has
job J1 to J10 at the time of consideration. Each node has
two-tier computing capacity denoted as fg and bg in Fig. 2.
For simplicity of description in this example, we assume the
cost of saving and restoring incur trivial cost, the process in
a single-process job incurs a node utilization of 100 percent
and the processes within a multiprocesses job involve a
node utilization less than 96 percent, the VMs both in
background and foreground have enough capacity to
support the run of jobs.
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balances the load on physical nodes and minimizes the
interference between background and foreground jobs.

At time 0, job J1, J2, and J3 are allocated to five nodes
and run in foreground VMs according to Algorithm 4. As
J1 is a single-process job, therefore P1 cannot accommodate
another VM running in background. However, J4 and J5
can run in background VMs at node P2-P5. How to collocate
a background VM with which a foreground VM is
determined through a simple process. The process matches
the background VM that is likely to incur high node
utilization to the foreground VM that is likely to incur low
node utilization. The process is shown in the dispatch
function in Algorithm 2. This matchmaking process

At time 5, J2 finishes and departs the system. As there is
not enough foreground VMs for J4 to run, J5 is backfilled
from background to run in foreground according to lines
10-16 in Algorithm 2. As J5 is also a single-process job,
therefore P2 cannot accommodate a background VM either.
J4 is evicted and put back into the queue. J6 requests only
one node and is backfilled to run on P3. J6 incurs a
utilization above the threshold; therefore, P3 cannot
accommodate a background VM. As there are only two
background VMs available, J4 cannot run on them and J7
is placed to run on P4 and P5 as background job.
At time 10, J1 and J3 finish execution. J4 is at the head
of the queue and dispatched to run in foreground. J10 is
dispatched to run in background at P1.
At time 15, J4 finishes and J10 is moved to run in
foreground due to that there are not enough foreground
VMs for J8 and J9.
At time 20, J6 finishes. The total number of idle foreground VMs and VMs running backfilling jobs (J10 in this
case) satisfies the needs of J9. As a result, J10 is evicted and
J9 is allocated to run on P1, P3-P5. Subsequently, J10 is put to
run as a background job in P 1 (J10 is actually switched from

simplify the process in a way similar to AMBF by only
keeping the backfilling job list for the job at the head of the
queue. We call the modified algorithm AMCBF.
Fig. 2 also includes how the example case is handled in
AMCBF. When J6 departs at time 15, J9 can not preempt
J10 as J8 is at the head of the queue and only the head-ofqueue job can preempt other jobs in AMCBF.
Similar to CMBF, CMCBF has the following property: A
job is dispatched immediately whenever it has sufficient
resource to run. The resource includes idle nodes and those
nodes occupied by jobs arriving later than it. CMCBF
improves the node utilization by allowing jobs to run in
background. AMBF and AMCBF slightly relax the dispatching order of CMBF and CMCBF by preventing none
head-of-the-queue jobs from preempting.

5

Fig. 2. Example of CMCBF and AMCBF.

the foreground to the background VM by swapping the CPU
priorities of the foreground VM and background VM of P1).
At time 25, J8 is allocated when other jobs finish and
foreground VMs are available.
The handling of background job departure and job arrival
are straightforward as Algorithms 3 and 4 show. When a job
arrives, if enough idle VMs exist in foreground, this newly
arrival job will be placed into foreground, else if enough idle
VMs exist in background, the destination of the newly arrival
job is background, otherwise, push it at the end of the job
queue.
CMCBF treats jobs running in background equally. In other
words, a job running in the background will not be preempted
by other jobs if the foreground situation does not change. This
reduces suspension and state restoring cost of background
jobs. When a background job departs, the scheduler just scans
the queue according to job arrival time and place a matching
job to run in the available background VMs.
CMCBF is similar to CMBF when it comes the way it
handles foreground jobs; however, CMCBF differs to CMBF
in the following two ways:
CMCBF considers the jobs both running in background and waiting in the queue when making
scheduling decisions, not only jobs in the queue.
2. When moving a job from background to foreground in
CMCBF, some parallel processes of the job do not have
to be suspended and restored, instead they can be
switched to run in foreground through the change of
VM priority.
CMCBF faces similar problem as CMBF when tracking
backfilling jobs for each job. To reduce the cost, we also
1.

EVALUATION

5.1 Settings
We evaluate our algorithms using trace-driven simulation.
Running a foreground VM and a background VM
simultaneously on a physical node incurs overhead due to
context switch. According to our experimental results in our
cluster, we model the overhead to the process running in the
foreground VM as a random number varying from 0 to
3.7 percent of the length of a time slice. In a time slice, the
progress of a background process is calculated as below:
8
T
if its fg VMs are all idle
>
>
<
T  eff
if CP Uidle  CP Ureq
t¼
CP
U
idle
>
>
if CP Uidle < CP Ureq ;
: T  eff 
CP Ureq
in which T is the length of a time slice, denoting the progress
of the background process running on a dedicated node in a
time slice. eff is a variable between 0 and 1 that measures
how much time in the slice effectively contributes to the
progress of the process. A background process is frequently
preempted and eff characterizes the overhead associated.
For a single-process job, eff is a random number between
0.8 and 1; for a multiprocesses job, eff (between 0.2 and 0.8)
is randomly generated by a normal distribution with  ¼
0:428 and  ¼ 0:144. CP Ureq is the CPU utilization of the
background process on a dedicated node. CP Uidle is the
portion of unused CPU cycles in the node, i.e., the portion
that is not fully utilized by the foreground VM. We set the
lower bound of CP Uidle as 4 percent. When the portion of
idle CPU cycles in a node is equal to or below the threshold,
no process will be dispatched to the node to run as a
background process. The threshold setting is obtained from
the observation in our experiments.
Furthermore, the progress of a job depends on the
progress of the slowest process in the job.
In our simulation, we set the job migration cost to
20 seconds. The total number of nodes is 320 and the
number of parallel processes in a job is set between 1 and
256 when using workload models.

5.2 Workload and Performance Metrics
We use the following commonly used workload models in
our simulation:
1.

Feitelson workload, denoted by FWorkload: A general model based on data from six different traces
[24], [18]. It contains 20,000 jobs in our simulation.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison using FWorkload.

Jann workload, denoted by JWorkload: A workload
model for MPP and it fits the actual workload of
Cornell Theory Center Supercomputer [25]. It contains 10,000 jobs in our simulation.
As the generated workload does not contain CPU usage
information for each process, we assign the CPU usage to a
process according to the following rule: 1) if a job has only one
process, the process is assigned a CPU usage of 100 percent;
2) if a job has more than one processes, the CPU usage of each
process is a random number between 40 to 100 percent.
The workload is then characterized as the following:
2.

. tri : the execution time of job i in a dedicated node.
. tai : the arrival time of job i.
. tfi : the finish time of job i.
. bi : the number of nodes requested by job i.
. CP Uij : the average CPU usage of process j of job i.
We use the following performance metrics to evaluate
our algorithms:
Pn f a
ðt t Þ
. rpt ¼ i¼1n i f i : the average response time.
Pn ti tai
.

i¼1 maxð;tr Þ

i
: the average bounded slowdown.
b sld ¼
n
Compared with slowdown, the bounded slowdown

.
.

metric is less affected by very short jobs as it contains
a minimal execution time element  [18], [26].
According to [18], we set  to 10 seconds.
mig num: the average number of migrations per job.
utilization: the average node utilization, which is the
fraction of busy CPU cycles in the total simulation
time.

5.3 The Results
Figs. 3 and 4 show the performance of our algorithms for
FWorkload and JWorkload. In comparison, we give the
EASY scheduler accurate estimation of job execution time,
but keep the execution time unknown from our algorithms. We have the following observations from Figs. 3
and 4:
1.

Our basic algorithms, CMBF and AMBF, outperform
FCFS in big margin but produce worse response
time and bounded slowdown than EASY. It is not a
surprise as EASY performs well when the estimation
of job execution time is accurate. However, our
algorithms that consolidate parallel workload,
CMCBF and AMCBF, significantly outperform
FCFS, CMBF, AMBF, and EASY on response time
and bounded slowdown.

Fig. 4. Performance comparison using JWorkload.

2.

3.

4.

The two consolidation algorithms lead to better node
utilization compared to other algorithms. Compared
with EASY, a utilization improvement up to 2.4
and 3.1 percent can be gained in FWorkload and
JWorkload, respectively. And, moreover, the improvements on the saturation CPU utilization are 11
and 16 percent, respectively.
By relaxing the job execution order and only
disallowing preemption to the head-of-the-queue
job, AMBF achieves better performance than CMBF,
the one that preserves the order in terms of job
response time and bounded slowdown. This can be
explained by that short jobs get more chances to run
with the relaxation. AMCBF also shows slightly
better performance than CMCBF. The improvement
is not significant due to that the consolidation
mechanism in CMCBF already gives short jobs
enough chance to run in the background.
The average number of job migrations in AMCBF is
slightly less than that in CMCBF for both FWorkload
and JWorkload. But, AMBF results in significantly
less number of job migrations than CMBF for the two
workloads. Generally, the two algorithms with

relaxed job execution order often require less number
of job migrations than those preserving the order. It is
due to that AMBF and AMCBF treat all none-headof-the-queue jobs equally, thus the chance that a job
preempts another is reduced to a certain degree. We
note that there are more job migrations in CMBF than
in AMCBF and CMCBF, as shown in the JWorkload
results. This is due to that the computing capacity left
by the foreground VMs allows many short jobs to be
accommodated in the background VMs without
incurring job migration. We also note that the
average number of job migrations in JWorkload is
larger than that in FWorkload. It is because of the
characteristic of JWorkload. JWorkload contains
about 40 percent of single-process jobs and there
are about 86 percent of jobs with less than 20 processes in JWorkload [25]. The large number of small
jobs triggers many backfilling operations, thus
increases the chance of job migrations.
In the results described above, AMCBF shows better
performance than other algorithms especially in terms of
response time and bounded slowdown. We will use
AMCBF for comparison in the following discussions.
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5.4 Discussions
AMCBF uses the CPU usage information of parallel
processes to make scheduling decisions. We study the
impact of the accuracy of CPU usage information on the
performance of AMCBF. In addition, job migration cost and
the amount of remaining computing capacity on each node
also have impact on the performance of our scheduling
algorithms. We further investigate the impact of these two
factors on the scheduling performance. Our experimental
results2 show the following:
1.

2.

3.

AMCBF’s performance improves as the accuracy of
CPU usage estimation increases. And, moreover,
AMCBF performs better than EASY in most cases
even without any CPU usage information of
parallel processes.
The performance of AMCBF degrades as the migration cost increases, but AMCBF bears high migration
cost. For FWorkload, even with a migration cost at
600 seconds (24 percent of the average job execution
time), AMCBF can still outperform EASY in most
cases; for JWorkload, the threshold is 360 seconds
(3.2 percent of the average job execution time).
The benefit gained from consolidation is inversely
proportional to the average CPU usage of parallel
processes. For FWorkload, if the average CPU usage
is less than 95 percent, AMCBF outperforms EASY in
most cases. But for JWorkload, the upper threshold
reduces to about 80 percent.

CONCLUSION

As an increasing number of complex applications leverages
the computing power of the cloud for parallel computing, it
becomes important to efficiently manage computing resources for these applications. Due to the difficulty in
realizing parallelism, many parallel applications show a
pattern of decreasing resource utilization along with the
increase of parallelism. Scheduling parallel jobs for both
efficient resource use and job responsiveness is challenging.
Workload consolidation supported by virtualization
technologies is commonly used for improving utilization
in data centers. In this paper, we gave a priority-based
workload consolidation method to schedule parallel jobs in
data centers to make use of under utilized node computing
capacity to improve responsiveness. Our method partitions
a node’s computing capacity into the foreground VM (with
high CPU priority) tier and the background VM (with low
CPU priority) tier. The performance of jobs running in the
foreground VMs is close to that of jobs running in dedicated
nodes (less than 3.7 percent performance loss in our
experiments); meanwhile, the idle CPU cycles can be well
used by the jobs running in background VMs. The
algorithms we gave integrated backfilling and migration
techniques to make effective use of the two types of VMs.
Our extensive simulation showed that our consolidationbased algorithm (AMCBF), even without knowing the job
execution time, significantly outperforms the commonly
used EASY algorithm. In addition, AMCBF is robust in
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